NIKOLAOS MITSAKIS – PROJECTS

A.M. residence at Hellenikon: ANA_14_01-13
N.K. residence at Hellenikon: ANA_14_02-18
S.P. residence at Psychiko: ANA_14_03-09
D’s residence at Hellenikon: ANA_14_04-02
N. Koutsina residence: ANA_14_05_01-58
Block of flats at 26 Heyden St.: ANA_14_06_01-27
Notaras block of flats: ANA_14_07_01-06
Block of flats K. A.S.: ANA_14_08-02
Unidentified project: ANA_14_09_01-20
Five-grade school in Selinuous: ANA_14_10_01-02
School for the neighbourhood of Mevlahane in Thessaloniki: ANA_14_11_01-07
Six-grade school in Kastoria: ANA_14_12_01
Study for six-grade school: ANA_14_13_01-02
Single-class school in Tinos: ANA_14_14-01-04
Study for a single-class School in Skalados, Tinos: ANA_14_15_01
Tinos school: ANA_14_16-01-05
Manufacturing school of Piraeus in Kokkinia: ANA_14_17_01-06
Eight-grade school, Naxos Museum: ANA_14_18_01-13
School at Kefalovryso: ANA_14_19_01-02
School at Psari, Trifyllia: ANA_14_20_01-03
Reconfiguring the school, museum and library: ANA_14_21_01-03
School for Dimitsana in Gortynia: ANA_14_22_01-25
Twelve-grade school in Thessaloniki: ANA_14_23_01-02
Twelve-grade school in Thessaloniki: ANA_14_24_01
“Aristotelis” school: ANA_14_25-01-22
Untitled: ANA_14_26_01
Teaching complex Agia Sofia: ANA_14_27_01-65
Annexe to the Marsaleion school: ANA_14_28_01-19
Ambelokipi practical lyceum: ANA_14_29_01- 26

Six-grade primary school: ANA_14_30_01- 58

Six-grade demotic (primary) school at Geni-Tzami: ANA_14_31_01- 05

Outdoor school attached to the Army Cadet school: ANA_14_32_01

Three-grade school for old Corinth: ANA_14_33_01-02

Six-grade demotic (primary) school in Kallipoli, Piraeus: ANA_14_34-01- 03

Nea Philadelphia school: ANA_14_35_01- 09

Twelve-grade primary school on Koletti Street: ANA_14_36_01- 60

Anotaton Parthenagogeio Thessalonikis: ANA_14_37_01- 26

Gr. Palamas school: ANA_14_38_01- 10

Mytilini school: ANA_14_39_01- 50

Mytilini school: ANA_14_40_01- 02

Article in “Technica Chronica”: ANA_14_41_01- 23

National Bank of Greece, Thessaloniki: ANA_14_42-01- 30

National Bank of Greece, Piraeus: ANA_14_43_01- 28

Army Retirement Fund Building: ANA_14_44_01- 33

Church of the Evangelistria, Tinos: ANA_14_45_01- 99

Chapel in Kastri: ANA_14_46_01

Outdoor chapel of the Nomikos school: ANA_14_47_01- 22

Holy Monastery of Mega Spilaio: ANA_14_48_01- 09

Dormitories of the Piraeus complex, children’s camps in Voula: ANA_14_49_01- 17

Preliminary plans for erecting the ministries: ANA_14_50-01- 23

Greek Pavillion for the Paris exhibition: ANA_14_51_01- 26

Professional and Manufacturing Chamber of Epirus: ANA_14_52_01- 03

Kozani gymnasium: ANA_14_53_01

Cabin, Hostel on Mount Olympus: ANA_14_54_01

Odeion of Herod Atticus, design for additions in circle A: ANA_14_55_01- 12

Arrangement of old senate palaces: ANA_14_56-01- 27
Kavala customs office: ANA_14_57_01- 28

Cinema on the Pesmatzoglou plot of land: ANA_14_58_01- 60

Mansion on Panepistimiou, Aristeidou and Sophocleous streets: ANA_14_59_01- 19

Civil servant retirement fund building: ANA_14_60_01- 76

Loans and consignments fund: ANA_14_61_01- 36A

New passenger station in Thessaloniki: ANA_14_62_01- 46

Schools of applications / schools of applied sciences: ANA_14_63_01- 03

University of Thessaloniki: ANA_14_64_01- 222

University of Thessaloniki, student retreat at Pertouli forest: ANA_14_65-01- 06

Student’s exercises: ANA_14_67_01- 03

Student’s projects: ANA_14_68_01- 47

Monastery of St. Ioannis Prodromos – Gortyna: ANA_14_70_01- 06

Heroon of Piraeus: ANA_14_71_01- 13

Monument at the battlefield of Pirot: ANA_14_72_01- 08

Macedonian heroon in the Pedion tou Areos: ANA_14_73_01- 08

Macedonian Heroon in Thessaloniki: ANA_14_74-01- 11

Spentzas grave: ANA_14_75_01- 03

Practical lyceum of Ambelokipi: ANA_14_76_01- 11

Higher school for girls, Thessaloniki: ANA_14_77_01- 05

Higher school for girls, Thessaloniki: ANA_14_78_01-17